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Medicare May Directly Interact With Physicians And Suppliers 

 

If you are a patient and hold any of the medical insurance it might be time for you to revisit the benefits of 

your medical insurance. Healthcare benefits can be the complex cycle and as healthcare costs are in 

exponential rise we see that most of the patient holds two or more medical insurance and the coordination of 

benefits decide which one of the insurance companies would pay first. The coordination of benefits happen 

through a simple procedure wherein the primary payer pays the bill that it owes first and then sends the bill to 

the second one and trail can be long. Most of the patients prefer multiple insurance companies due to benefit 

complexities and need of total health coverage. 

Let Us Know More About The Primary / Secondary Billing Company 

The insurance company that pays first for a patient under the coverage limit is called as a primary payer.  

The secondary payer which might be Medicare only pays for the cost that primary insurance company didn’t 

connect.  

The claim might even travel to a third insurance company for all uncovered payment. Usually, all the insurance 

information is either provided by the patient or insurance number contains all information.  

If the insurance company doesn’t pay the claim within 120 days, the doctor or provider will bill Medicare for 

the cost. Medicare may try and make the conditional payment in cases when the private insurance company 

fails to pay and later recover the payment from the primary payer.  

Before we dive into understanding different conditions during which the payer contacts doctors or providers 

let us understand the conditional payment. 
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In the conditional payment, Medicare makes the payment for the services another payer might be 

responsible. Under conditional payment, Medicare helps both the private insurance company and also the 

patient with conditional monetary help. The payment method is also called as conditional because if you get a 

settlement of the following amount then you as a patient has to make sure that Medicare gets repaid through 

any of the following means settlement, judgment, award or other payment.   

According to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) issued a favorable advisory for the patient 

product. The OIG concluded that with the implementation of the civil money penalty (CMP) which hadn’t 

presented that beneficiary that influences the further purchases from the provider who hasn’t made the 

payment. The rule wouldn’t influence patients or beneficiaries decision regarding the provider or the 

physicians. The rule also states that manufacturers and distributors are not considered unless they are directly 

entitled with Medicare benefit. 

The Anti-Kickback statute is further implicated in the OIG that the arrangement would mean low fraud and 

abuse cases.  

• The Arrangement is probably not going to build expenses to patients of government human services 

programs, as the patients are unequivocally educated that the examples can't be charged to any outsider 

payer. 

• The Arrangement does not contain any of the trademarks related with hazardous "seeding" programs, for 

example, hindrances to exchanging between items or high expenses of items contrasted with elective 

medications. Further, the arrangement of the example isn't dependent upon any future buys.  

• The one time test covers a brief timeframe (a few days) and is generally low in esteem ($6 to $38).  

• The Arrangement is probably not going to bring about improper usage. Once the free example is drained, 

the patient will be liable to cost sharing commitments and confinements on the number of supplies that 

will be repaid by government human services programs. 

For more details on the direct contact between Medicare and providers visit our Medical Billers and Coders 

Articles. We provide an end to end solution for medical billing both for private and Medicare insurance 

company. 
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